
Polish Hill Arts Festival 2014 

Art/Craft Vendor Application Information 
--> Keep this sheet for your reference! <--   

 

Deadline 
The postmark (or email date) deadline for the general application period is June 
15.  Late applications will be held in case we have any cancellations. 

Cost 
If your application is accepted, there will be a $40 vendor fee.  Do not send payment 
until you are accepted.  

Criteria 
Applications are judged on the quality of the work, and with an eye to having a varied 
artists market.   

 

Space and setup 

1.  We will provide one 8 foot folding table and two chairs for each displaying artist or 
artist group.  Artists or artist groups may apply for one table space only.  Please be 
aware that tent spaces are tight—there is no room to set up additional racks or displays 
because the tables are right next to each other.   

2.  Artists who need a larger space may choose bring their own setup and tent.  The 
same vendor fee would still apply.  If you plan to do this, let us know as soon as you're 
accepted.   

3.  Electricity is not available for lighting or other uses, and generators are not permitted.  

4.  All participating artists or artist groups should remain set up until at least 7:30 pm. 
(the festival opens at noon and runs until 9 pm). 

5.  Artists may share a space. Images from each artist should be submitted.  

 

Other information 

1. This festival is a kid-friendly event.  Please be sensitive to this when selecting work to 
exhibit.  The festival is also non-commercial, non-political, and secular -- no advertising 
and no political or religious material may be displayed or distributed.        

2.  Vendors may not sell any mass produced products, commercially packaged items, or 
items purchased to re-sell.  If you are uncertain as to whether items you wish to sell 
might fall into this category, please check with us.    

 

If you have questions that are not addressed here, please contact festival 
coordinator Leslie Clague at 412.681.1950, or email leslie@phcapgh.org.  

 

 


